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ChIna MeG & deG MaRket InsIGht
ChIna’s MEG, DEG pRICEs wEIGhED Down By ConsECutIvE 
InCREasEs In InvEntoRIEs

The continued increase in mono ethylene glycol (MEG) 
inventories at main ports in the east China have weighed 
on MEG prices in China. 

Inventories for MEG – the widely used intermediate in 
polyester sector for textiles – at major domestic ports 
have been rising continuously, hitting a record high after 
the Lunar New Year holiday from 15-21 February 2018.

According to ICIS data, the total number of inventories at 
main ports were at over 900,000 tonnes since early May, 
while the average level in 2017 was at 500,000-600,000 
tonnes.

The last time inventories crossed over 900,000 tonnes 
was in 2014.

One reason attributed for the high inventory level was 
the overall increase of imported contractual cargoes in 
2018 because of an increase in US arbitrage in 2017 
and a significant improvement in downstream polyester 
demands. 

MEG import prices were more competitive than domestic 
Chinese yuan-denominated prices for most of 2017, which 
spurred more import buying appetite in 2018, resulting in 
a widespread increase in contractual import demand. 

Additionally, polyester producers – the biggest 
downstream sector – were operating plants at high levels 
in 2017, due to regained margins since the second half 
of 2016. Polyester production has increased by over 10% 
increase in 2017.

Some 4-5.9m tonnes of new polyester capacity is 
expected to come on stream in 2018, over 10% higher 
on a year-to-year basis, which will require about 1.3-
1.7m tonnes of MEG in 2018, boosting demand for MEG 
imports.

Another reason for the high inventories is that offtake 
rate for stored cargoes have slowed down because of 
an increased use of coal-based MEG, which is generally 
cheaper than ethylene-based MEG, in the polyester 
sector. 

Production of coal-based MEG reached to 1.56m tonnes 
in 2017 – a 64% increase over 2016 output. 

Of this, 66% of production was used by the polyester 
sector, while the rest was used in anti-freeze and 
unsaturated polyester resins (UPR) sectors, according to 
ICIS data.

Additionally, coal-based MEG demand in the polyester 
sector is estimated to gain a significant increase in 2018, 
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as production of coal-based MEG is expected to increase 
based on stable operating rates at current coal-based 
MEG plants and several new coal-based MEG plants 
expect to come on stream this year.

According to ICIS data, the operating rates of coal-based 
MEG plants were relatively stable at 60-75% in 2017-
2018, while the average operating rates from 2013-2016 
was at around 40%.

There are plans to add about 3.05m tonnes of new MEG 
capacity in 2018, out of which 2.65m tonnes are coal-
based capacity. 

Given these circumstances, MEG inventories could 
continue to hover in the relatively high levels for the rest 
of 2018.

The high inventories in China have already largely 
dragged down Asia’s MEG spot prices, according to ICIS 
data. China’s domestic spot price was at yuan (CNY) 
6,800-6,900/tonne ex-tank east China on 25 May, down 
by CNY1,050/tonne or 13% from the end of April, the 
data showed. The dollar-denominated price was at $893-

899/tonnes, which dropped by $110/tonne or by 11% 
from end April.

DEG MaRkEt pRICEs
China’s di-ethylene Glycol (DEG) market is expected to 
remain weak over the next two months because of high 
inventory levels at the main ports.

Spot DEG prices fell substantially in the first half of 2018, 
with discussions in early January at CNY7,030-7,050/
tonne ex-tank Jiangsu, compared with CNY5,940-6,000/
tonne at the end of May.

After the Lunar New Year holidays in February, DEG 
prices began to decrease. Most DEG plants were 
running at normal rates during the holidays as they 
are integrated refining units, and as such, the cost of 
shutting down and restarting the plants were too high. 
On the other hand, UPR producers, which is the biggest 
downstream for DEG, were shut over the holidays. As a 
result of the oversupply and weak demand, DEG prices 
fell to CNY5,500/tonne at the end of March, the lowest 
level in the first half of this year.

However, by early April, DEG prices started to rise, 
reaching CNY6,300/tonne ex-tank Jiangsu by mid-April, 
up by 12% from the end March.

As a by-product of MEG, although their major 
downstream markets are different, DEG prices follow the 
MEG market most of the year. 

From the end of March, a key polyester company 
purchased large quantities of MEG cargoes, which 
tightened MEG supply and boosted prices. As such, 
DEG price decline was reversed, and prices began to 
increase, which DEG participants were not expecting. 

In late April, with the end of the delivery period,  
MEG prices started to fall, which saw DEG prices  
lose support and roll over at around CNY6,000/tonne  

MEG nEw plant sChEDulE In 2018
Company Capacity ‘000tonnes/year technical production time

Xinji Chemical 60 Coal-based March-April 2018

shanxi yangmei pingding 200 Coal-based started in Nov 2017, running at 30%

yongjin luoyang 200 Coal-based started in Dec 2017

yongjin Xinxiang 200 Coal-based start in End Jan-early Feb 2018

lihuayi Group 200 Coal-based started in Dec 2017, put on production in Jan

Xinjiang tianye 100 Coal-based start in August 2018

tianying petrochem 150 Coal-based start in March- April 2018

Xinhang Energy 200 Coal-based start in June 2018

CnooC and shell 400 Ethylene-based start in June 2018

Qianxi Coal Chemical 300 Coal-based start in June-July 2018

anhui hongsifang 300 Coal-based start in June-Sep 2018

Inner Mongolia yigao Chemical 240 Coal-based start in June 2018
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ex-tank Jiangsu in May.

Despite ongoing turnarounds this year, volumes are set 
to increase as DEG plants are expected to restart in 
early June. Additionally, DEG import volumes have been 
higher compared with 2017. About 67,000 tonnes of  
DEG were imported monthly in Q1 2018, up by 8% 
from the same period in 2017, with the main increase 
in imports from Taiwan. Custom data showed that DEG 
from Taiwan reached 19,000 tonnes in March, up by 

140% year on year.

These factors have led DEG inventory levels to reach 
a historical high so far this year. ICIS data showed that 
DEG inventories in east Jiangsu increased to 108,600 
tonnes in late May, up by 124% from early January.

According to the chart, from the end of February to May, 
although offtake rates had increased, DEG inventory 
levels were rising too, due to large DEG import volumes.

While DEG inventory levels fell on 25 May, more import 
cargoes are expected to arrive later in the year. With 
the upcoming summer season, when operating rates at 
downstream UPR plants expected to fall, the destocking 
process could slow further. 

One upside, however, would be the widening price gap 
between ex-tank Jiangsu and Guangdong prices. On  
25 May, discussions in Guangdong were at CNY6,250-
6,300/tonne, compared with CNY5,940-6,000/tonne  
in Jiangsu. Should prices for Taiwan cargoes be  
higher in Guangdong than Jiangsu, traders would  
prefer purchase from Guangdong rather than Jiangsu. With 
most Taiwanese cargoes headed to south China, DEG 
inventory in Jiangsu main ports could see some decline.
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do you have the RIGht tools to navIGate ChIna’s volatIle 
MeG and deG MaRkets?

Get the latest prices and commentary on price drivers, 
with access to all of the following:

n  Import/export, spot/contract and domestic prices
n  Inventory levels and domestic price margins
n  Plant and production news – shutdowns, maintenance and 

turnarounds
n  Commentary on supply/demand trends, trading activity 

and up/downstream markets, as well as changes in the 
government policy

Request a free sample report

GaIn a 360 deGRee vIew of ChIna’s MeG and deG MaRkets
ICIs now complements each pricing subscription with diagnostic and prescriptive solutions, 
providing you with a complete view of the market via the following tools:
n   live supply and Demand Disruption tracker – Real-time view of domestic supply, plant outages and start-

ups for the next 12 months, plus the impact of these changes
n   price Driver analytics – Key performance indicators, such as import/export parity, feedstock and downstream 

spreads, substitution trends and arbitrage/netback data
n   a quarterly supply and Demand outlook

Request a demo

https://www.icis.com/contact/free-sample-price-report/?commodity=ethylene-glycol&channel=chemicals&region=china&cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-GLOBAL-SGC-china-meg-deg-market-insight-pdf&sfid=7012X000001qASH
https://www.icis.com/contact/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?commodity=ethylene-glycol&channel=chemicals&cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-GLOBAL-SGC-china-meg-deg-market-insight-pdf&sfid=7012X000001qASH

